(1) r = /(*), the three families treated may be put in the forms (2) / = kz";
f -a sin'p, z = -ca I sin'pdp;
(4) / = a sec'p, z = -ca j seccc> tan2c> dp.
For (3) and (4) the parameter p may be regarded as the colatitude angle. The family (2) is included in a more general family of surfaces for which Nemenyi and I have more recently given the same solutions(2).
Sokolovsky's expression for the meridial stress resultant Fourier coefficient TV¿" for the family (3) in the case of no load is r /A + c+l A-c+1 A \ 7V," = (sin *)t*-«-»/iI CnFI-, -; 1 + -; sin2p\
+ Dn sin-¿c6 where (6) A= ((cl)2 + 4«2c)1/2, and he gives a solution of similar type for the family (4). Our first observation in looking at the solution (5) is that the family of curves (3) must be unnecessarily special, since there are only two parameters « and c occurring in the hypergeometric functions. In fact (3) and (4) are both special cases of (7) / = a sin"£, z = -pb I sin"£ tan«£ ¿£, by the choices
p= -c, b= -a, q = -2, { = tt/2 -d>,
respectively. This family of surfaces is not directly amenable to treatment by Sokolovsky's method because ¿j is not in general the colatitude angle. Nemenyi and I(3) have shown that all stress resultant Fourier coefficients for a shell with meridian (1) can be expressed in terms of the complete stress functions Une, which satisfy the differential equation
The family (2) is the most natural and easy one to study in view of this equation, but Sokolovsky's surfaces (3) and (4) are not directly amenable to treatment because they are not formally expressible in the form (1). They can, however, be put in the form
For convenience in studying surfaces whose meridian is expressible in the form (11), by elementary calculus we may put the equation (10) 
L J J z = -pb I sinp£ tan«£ d£.
Since our generalization depends upon the invariance of the differential equation (10) when the surface (1) is replaced by the family (17), we must take care that for a given value of the parameter £ we compute/ for use in the Sokolovsky has given also expressions for the displacements for the families (3) and (4) for the case when all stress resultants vanish. While it is not difficult to modify my treatment^)
of the displacement equations so as conveniently to include and generalize his results, as I have mentioned elsewhere a knowledge of the complete displacement functions does not lead one to practical results without excessive computation, so we shall not take space to go into the matter.
Further investigations of Sokolovsky [2] have produced some very pretty solutions in terms of arbitrary functions for the equilibrium equations of the membrane theory for shells which are not shells of revolution, including quadric surfaces, surfaces of constant slope, and noncircular cones.
